7 WAYS YOUR MANUFACTURING FACILITY CAN BENEFIT FROM HYSTER REACTION™

Accidents, safety violations and downtime are serious issues for any operation. Together with proper, comprehensive training, operator assist technology can be a useful tool to help facilities address operational risks. Hyster Reaction™ is an industry-first solution that uses a robust package of technologies to help reinforce lift truck operating best practices, all while keeping the operator in control of the truck. It proactively adjusts truck performance when pedestrians and other lift trucks are detected in proximity, when objects are detected in the path of travel or in response to other facility-specific rules.

Visit us at Hyster.com or email reaction@hyster.com to learn more.

// HYDRAULIC ARREST to prevent lifting and carrying loads that exceed weight limits

// LOCATION-BASED FORK HEIGHT RESTRICTION to avoid low-hanging beams or other obstacles

// IN-AISLE MUTING in wire guided aisles to continue productivity

// AUTOMATIC SLOWDOWN when approaching the end of an aisle or intersection

// FACILITY EXCLUSION ZONES to prevent equipment from entering designated areas

// LIMITED SPEED AND ACCELERATION when moving in pedestrian-heavy areas

// LINE OF SIGHT SUPPORT to help support operator and pedestrian awareness

Interested in learning more to help improve safety in your facility? Join our upcoming webinar.

REGISTER NOW
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